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ABSTRACT

Glycerides are lipid esters of the glycerol molecule and fatty acids. Their
primary function is the storage of energy. Due to its structure and
properties, glycerol participates in the formulation or synthesis of many
compounds such as food products, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, liquid
detergents. Monoglycerides (MGs) can be formed by both industrial
chemical glycerolysis and biological or enzymatic processes. Chemical
glycerolysis bring issues of low MGs yield, high operating temperature,
formation of undesirable by-products and high energy consumption. On
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the other hand enzymatic processes have advantages of mild reaction
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Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj Nagpur University conditions and high purity of MGs. But, several purification steps are
required to obtain food or pharmaceutical grade MG, such as
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expensive molecular distillation. The purpose of this article is to review
the main challenges in the synthesis of MGs from triglycerides (TGs)
contained in the various fixed oils and application thereof in the food and
pharmaceuticals.
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1.

Introduction
Glycerides are lipid esters of the glycerol molecule
and fatty acids and their primary function is storage of
energy. During biodiesel synthesis by oil or fat transesterification, glycerol is obtained as the main coproduct, representing 10% of the biodiesel production.
Therefore, the increasing production of biodiesel around
the world generates a glycerol in surplus quantity that is
becoming a matter of economic and environmental
concern. The dropping of glycerol price has forced the
producers to burn or sell glycerol without even refining
it. Thus, new applications intended to convert glycerol
into value added chemicals is highly desirable not only to
improve the economics of biodiesel production but also
for ecological factor. Due to its structure and
*Corresponding author:
nileshrarokar@outlook.com/pbkhedekarudps@gmail.com

characteristics properties, glycerol is gaining importance
in the formulation and synthesis of many compounds
such as food products, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and
liquid detergents [1]. Glycerol can also be used in the
synthesis of hydrogen [2], liquid fuels [1], fuel additives
[3] and chemicals [4, 5]. The synthesis of monoglyceride
(MG) either by glycerol esterification or transesterification, is an attractive option to transform this
biomass derived compound into fine chemicals.
The purpose of this article is to review the main
challenges in the synthesis of MGs from triglycerides
(TGs) contained in the various fixed oils and application
thereof in the food and pharmaceuticals. The
advancement in synthetic procedures such as traditional
synthesis of MGs by chemical process and recent
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development in commercial technology like glycerolysis,
enzymatic synthesis, alcoholysis also been reviewed.
2.

Types of Glycerides
Glycerides can be subdivided into two categories.
1. The neutral glycerides: these are non-ionic and
nonpolar.
2. The phosphoglycerides: these contain a polar region,
the phosphoryl group.
Both of these two types of glycerides can be seen
as possessing a three carbon "backbone" of the glycerol
molecule [6, 41]. Esterification of glycerol with a fatty
acid produces a neutral glyceride. Esterification may
occur at one, two or all three positions (Fig. 1a, 1b and 1c)
producing,
a. Monoglycerides (monoacylglycerols)
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Fig.1 a. Synthesis of monoglycerides from fatty acid and glycerol

b. Diglycerides (diacylglycerols)
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Fig.1b. Synthesis of diglycerides from fatty acid and glycerol

c. Triglycerides (triacylglycerols)
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as the most important group of emulsifiers [6]. Because
of their emulsifying properties MGs gaining applications
in food, detergent, plasticizer, cosmetics and
pharmaceutical formulations [5, 7].
3. Physicochemical Properties
a. MG is an amphiphilic molecule, in which fatty acid
chain covalently bonded to glycerol molecule
through ester linkage.
b. The remarkable mesomorphic behaviour is
accounted to their amphiphilic nature. At
temperatures above the melting point of the
hydrocarbon region (Krafft temperature) and in the
presence of water, the hydrocarbon chains transform
into a disordered state and water penetrates among
the ordered polar groups [6]. If the water content is
increased above the swelling limit of the lamellar
phase, there will be the formation of a lamellar
dispersion.
c. The watery phase exists like liposomes consisting of
concentric bimolecular shells of MGs alternating with
water shells [6].
d. When mixed with water and oil, MG exist as selfassembled structures, which can be used as a NDDS,
to protect sensitive bioactive substances from
degradation, to solubilise drugs, and control the
release of active compounds [8, 36].
e. Glycerides of unsaturated fatty acids have lower
melting points than those of saturated acids with the
same number of C-atoms.
f. The properties of MGs are dependent on the bonded
fatty acid groups [8].
g. Unsaturated MGs are more feasible than saturated
one in relation to their application.
h. Relatively high proportion of unsaturated glycerides
present in fixed oil which does not evaporated on
warming and remains as a solid, semisolid or liquid
state.
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Fig.1c. Synthesis of tri-glycerides from fatty acid and glycerol

2.1. Monoglycerides
This is the most prevalent and important type of
glyceride and correctly known as a monoacylglycerol. It
constitutes one fatty acid chain covalently bonded to a
glycerol molecule through an ester linkage. Based on
position of ester bond on glycerol moiety, these are
further categorized into,
a. 1-Monoacylglycerols and
b. 2-Monoacylglycerols
MGs can be formed by both industrial chemical and
biological processes while the biochemical synthesis
carried out via release of a fatty acid from diacylglycerol
through enzymatic action of diacylglycerol lipase or
hormone sensitive lipase. They can be broken down by
the enzyme known as monoacylglycerol lipase. Monoand di-glycerides and their derivatives account for about
70% of this world production, therefore it is considered

Synthesis of Monoglycerides
There are two main synthetic routes for obtaining
MGs: direct esterification of glycerol with fatty acids and
trans-esterification of glycerol with fatty acid methyl
esters (FAME) (Fig. 2). In both routes the commercial
processes use homogeneous catalysts. Former method
requires an acid catalyst e.g., sulphuric, phosphoric, or
organic sulfonic acid [9, 10] whereas later case is a basic
catalyzed reaction with a strong base such as KOH or
Ca(OH)2 at high temperatures [11]. Glycerolysis of FAME
is an interesting route for MG synthesis. Using methyl
esters instead of the corresponding fatty acids and
glycerol in the preparation of MGs has several
advantages. For instance, methyl esters that are
prepared from fats by energy preserving fat
methanolysis reactions are easily purified and less
corrosive. Furthermore, glycerolysis of fatty acids occurs
more rapidly than esterification of fatty acids with
glycerol [12].
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Fig. 2: Monoglyceride synthesis via trans-esterification (glycerolysis) of FAME with glycerol and consecutive reactions to diglycerides and
triglycerides.

The conventional chemical method to produce MGs
involves the glycerolysis of fats and oils at higher
temperatures (220-260˚C) and elevated pressure under
nitrogen atmosphere while employing inorganic alkaline
catalysts. This method compromise with certain major
drawbacks includes high-energy consumption, low yield,
and poor product quality [13]. Molecular distillation is
usually needed for the production of high purity MG [14,
15]. Moreover, this process produces environmentally
undesirable by-products [6]. The product is a mixture
containing
35-60%
monoacylglycerols,
35-50%
diacylglycerols, 1-20% triacylglycerols, 1-10% free fatty
acids, and their alkali metal salts. MGs can be
synthesized from glycerol using triglycerides (TGs), fatty
acids (FA) or fatty acid methyl esters (FAME). However,
the process from FAME possesses several advantages,
e.g., less corrosive compared than FA, has lower
hydrophobic character than TG and exhibits higher
miscibility with glycerol; therefore, the process can be
carried out at lower temperatures (120-230˚C) than TG
trans-esterification (≈260˚C).
There are various processes used for the synthesis
of monoglycerides from triglycerides containing oils.
Some of those important synthetic processes are
discussed herein.
4.1. Chemical Process
MGs are the most widely used in the food,
pharmaceutical and other industries and also considered
to be potentially health beneficial emulsifiers [16, 17].
Currently, they are obtained at industrial scale using nonselective inorganic catalysts at high temperatures (200250˚C), starting with fatty acids, followed by direct
esterification or reaction with pure TGs and by interesterification with glycerine [18, 21]. This results into the
low MAG yield, high operating temperature, formation
of undesirable by-products and also the high energy
consumption.

4.1.1.

Drawbacks of Chemical Process
These chemically catalyzed processes have several
drawbacks, such as;
1. The traditional chemical methods involve many
reaction steps.
2. The generation of dark coloured by-products with an
undesirable flavour and low yields (30-40%); therefore, to
concentrate MGs up to more than 90%, purification by
molecular distillation is usually required [18, 19].
3. Chemical glycerolysis is especially not suitable for
synthesis of unsaturated MAGs because of instability at
high temperatures due to the unsaturated bonds [20,
21].
These drawbacks can be overcome by using lipases
instead of inorganic catalysts to produce MGs and DGs
to avoid unwanted products, can be accomplished at
lower temperatures, saves energy and generates lightcoloured by-products.
4.2. Enzymatic Glycerolysis and Liquid Catalyzation
Enzymatic processes have advantages of mild
reaction conditions and high purity MG yielding method
as compared to chemical methods. This approach is
assumed to be environmentally friendly. Enzymatic and
liquid acid- or liquid base-catalyzed production of MG has
been extensively investigated lately [1, 7]. However,
enzymatic processes are generally difficult to set up,
expensive and not much efficient because of enzyme
reusability issues. On the other hand, the two main
liquid-catalyzed synthesis routes to produce MG from
glycerol involve strong mineral acids such as sulphuric
and phosphoric acids or strong bases such as Ca(OH)2
and KOH.
Methods of enzymatic synthesis include hydrolysis
or alcoholysis, esterification and glycerolysis. Highly
stable lipases in organic solvent offers the possibility of
employing various approaches to the enzyme catalyzed
synthesis, such as selective hydrolysis or alcoholysis
using 1,3-regiospecific lipases [22], esterification of
glycerol with fatty acids [23] and glycerolysis of fats or
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oils [24]. When the production of a high degree pure
monoglyceride is desired, lipase-catalyzed esterification
is the appropriate route. Lipase-catalyzed synthesis of
these partial glycerols by the direct esterification of
glycerol with fatty acids in different reaction media have
been studied and concluded that aqueous-organic twophase systems [25], microemulsions [26, 27] and
anhydrous organic solvents [27] as well as the use of
solvent-free systems are the best selections [28, 29].
Apart from solvent system, proper selection of lipase
also contributes to success of the method. Recent
studies have suggested that under the optimized
conditions, the yield of diolien and 1,3-diolien could be
achieved 96.3% and 97.3% respectively, which translates
to an overall yield of 93.7% 1,3-diolien and developed as
an efficient and promising bioprocess for 1,3-diolien
synthesis [30].
Wang and co-workers developed a method to
synthesized highly pure diacylglycerol by enzymatic
glycerolysis of vegetable oil (soyabean oil). The designed
synthesis method offered considerable advantages in
production of high purity diacyglycerols and the
reusability of the immobilized lipase Novozym® 435 was
evaluated and confirmed over 15 batches reaction [31].
4.2.1.
Advantages of Enzymatic Glycerolysis
1. The advantages of enzymatic synthesis are higher
yields and mild reaction conditions,
resulting in
products of higher quality and lower energy
consumption [15, 21].
2. Enzyme-catalyzed glycerolysis of MGs is more
concerned since it offers a high level of substrate
conversion, i.e., 3 moles of MG could be formed from
1 mole of oil/fat [32].
4.2.2.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Drawbacks of Enzymatic Glycerolysis and Liquid
Catalyzation
The drawbacks of the enzymatic methods are low
space velocity and a relatively complex work-up of
the reaction mixture.
The process of liquid catalization results into high
toxicity, corrosion, and disposal of spent acid or base
materials.
The reaction products contain only 40-60% MG, the
rest being DG and TG.
Several purification steps are required to obtain food
or pharmaceutical grade MG, such as neutralization
of the reaction media and discoloration followed by
expensive molecular distillation [5, 7].
Another drawback associated with use of
homogeneous catalysts is the need for a
neutralization step with the formation of soaps and a
high salt content.

4.3. Two Stage Enzymatic Process
The synthesis of high oleic glycerol monooleate by
enzymatic glycerolysis of high oleic sunflower oil, using
Novozyme® 435 as the biocatalyst, in a binary solvent
mixture of tert-butanol (TB) and tert-pentanol (TP) in the
ratio of 80:20 v/v, at a lab scale has been studied. A yield
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of 75.31% MGs has been achieved at the first stage. A
yield of 93.3% glycerol monooleate was finally reached
after further purification at the second stage. TB can be
used in the production of MG with a high conversion
rate, stable enzyme activity, good ability in dissolving
glycerol and oils, and takes a lower cost. However, the
melting point of TB is relatively high (25.69˚C) and the
temperature difference between the melting and boiling
points of TB is about 57˚C, were not adequate to avoid
the practical problems with crystallization [33]. Thus, an
efficient binary solvent mixture system, TB/TP, was
employed to overcome this problem.
4.4. Synthesis by Solid Catalyzation
The synthesis of MGs by glycerolysis of methyloleate on acid–base solid catalysts is an alternative
method to the current commercial technology that uses
liquid base catalysts. The reaction conditions such as
catalyst particle size and stirring rate required for
operating the four-phase semi-continuous reactor are
taken into consideration which one is under a kinetically
controlled regime. Then the optimization of the reaction
parameters for achieving high MG yields can be
performed using MgO [25]. The use of high reaction
temperatures (220 - 250˚C), glycerol/methyl-oleate molar
ratios between 2 and 6, as well as catalyst/reactant ratios
of about 30 g/mol, glycerolysis of methyl-oleate yields up
to 77% monoglycerides in 2 h. The yield obtained during
this process is a much higher value than the liquid basecatalyzed homogeneous process which is about 40–60%.
4.4.1. MgO-Based Catalyzation
The monoglyceride synthesis from methyl-oleate
and glycerol is efficiently catalyzed on MgO and Lipromoted MgO catalysts. Monoglyceride yields of up to
73% are obtained on MgO and low loading Li-promoted
MgO (≤0.3 wt% Li) at 220˚C in excess glycerol.
Monoglyceride formation is promoted on strong base
sites and thus the intrinsic initial monoglyceride
formation rate increases with increase in the Li content.
Li-promoted MgO catalysts show less affinity for glycerol
adsorption because of more hydrophobic surface than
that of MgO. A weaker glycerol adsorption on the
catalyst surface would enable monoglyceride readsorption and its get converted to diglycerides [34].
4.4.2. Heterogeneously Catalyzation
The heterogeneously catalyzed monoglyceride
synthesis is a four-phase reaction (Fig. 3). This can be
conducted in kinetic control regime in which appropriate
operative conditions are used, namely: relatively high
stirring rates (500–700 rpm) and mean catalyst particle
sizes of up to 250µm.
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than a mixture of different glycerols, the purification of
the glycerolysis products by molecular distillation is
therefore valuable for achievement of highly pure MG
[37, 38].

Fig. 3: Four-phase reactor for the heterogeneously catalyzed
monoglyceride synthesis

4.4.3. Advantage of Solid Catalyzation
The use of solid catalysts for monoglyceride
synthesis, presents not only the known environmental
and practical advantages but also provides the
opportunity to increase their yield by developing a
catalyst with tuneable structural, surface acid–base and
textural properties specifically designed to promote the
reaction.
4.5. Alcoholysis
Triglycerides are convenient starting materials for
preparation of 2-monoglycerides by hydrolysis or
alcoholysis. The mechanism for this process is believed
to be a ping-pong-bi-bi mechanism involving an acyl
enzyme complex as intermediate. The first reaction step
is deacylation of the triglyceride and acylation of the
enzyme. This acyl enzyme is deacylated by nucleophilic
attack by water (hydrolysis) or an alcohol (alcoholysis) to
produce free fatty acid or fatty acid ester, respectively.
In the next step the diglyceride undergoes the same
process and 2-monoglyceride is produced. Both
hydrolysis [22] and alcoholysis [35, 36] have been
described for preparation of 2-monoglycerides.
4.5.1.
Advantages of Alcoholysis
1. A benefit of this method is that it results in
isomerically pure 2-monoglyceride.
2. An attractive route to pure regio-isomers is to use 1,3specific lipases as catalysts for synthesis either from
glycerol and a fatty acyl donor by hydrolysis or
alcoholysis of a triglyceride.
4.5.2. Drawbacks of Alcoholysis
1. In practice several reaction parameters have to be
optimized to obtained high yields of the desired
product.
2. 2. Special precautions have to be taken to avoid acyl
migration, which otherwise will reduce the yield.
5.

Purification of Monoglyceride
The enzymatic glycerolysis for MG production leads
to
mixtures
of
monoglycerides,
diglycerides,
triglycerides and some glycerol. However, as well known
the pure MG has much better emulsifying properties

5.1. Molecular Distillation
The products from the enzymatic glycerolysis of oils
contain glycerol, free fatty acids, monoglycerides,
diaglycerides and some triglycerides. Molecular
distillation is therefore necessary to obtain a highly pure
MG after the glycerolysis reaction [38]. Although a
relatively high yield of MG can be produced by enzymatic
glycerolysis, molecular distillation is a good option and
necessary for producing highly pure MAG. Molecular
distillation is a vacuum distillation in which the molecules
(distillates) escaping from the warm liquid to reach the
cooled surface of the condenser before colliding with
other molecules (residues) and consequently returning
to the liquid. Major factors that might affect the
separation efficiency include evaporation temperature,
operating pressure, feed flow rate, condenser
temperature and rotational speed [39]. The operating
pressure could hardly be fixed at a constant value, the
condenser temperature and rotational speed had little
influence on the separation, and the feed flow rate
normally matched the production capacity of the
equipment.
To obtain a highly pure monoglyceride, the
molecular distillation was carried out in two steps. The
first step was set to remove the glycerol and fatty acids.
The distillation is operated under the evaporating
temperature of 120˚C, 130˚C, 140˚C and 150˚C, with the
other fixed conditions: system pressure (1–5 Pa), the
rotational speed (200 rpm), condenser temperature
(40˚C), feed temperature (100˚C) and feed flow rate (1.5
mL/min). The second step is aimed to gather the MG
from the residue left from the first step distillation,
under the evaporating temperature of 160˚C, 170˚C,
180˚C and 190˚C.
6. Uses and Applications of Glycerides
a. The use of mono- and diacylglycerols as non-ionic
emulsifiers in the food and pharmaceutical industries
and as synthetic chemical intermediates has been a
growing research area in recent years [14, 40].
Furthermore, they have a generally recognized as
safe status, which contributes to their larger
application.
b. Mono- and diglycerides are consumed at an annual
level of 85,000,000 kg in the United States,
corresponding roughly to 70% of the total emulsifiers
used in the food industry [28, 41].
c. The antimicrobial activities of particular types of
monoglycerides such as monolaurin, monomyristin,
monolinolein, and monolinolenin have also been
reported [42].
d. Monoglycerides, the glycerol monoesters of fatty
acids, are molecules consisting of a hydrophilic head
and a hydrophobic tail that helps hydrophilic and
lipophilic substances to mix together. Therefore, they
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can be used in food, detergent, plasticizer, cosmetic
and pharmaceutical formulations [5, 7]. MGs can be
synthesized from glycerol using TG, FA or FAME.
However, the process from FAME has several
advantages, e.g., FAME is less corrosive than FA, has
lower hydrophobic character than TG and exhibits
higher miscibility with glycerol; therefore, the
process can be carried out at lower temperatures
(120–230˚C) than TG trans-esterification (≈260˚C).
e. Glyceryle monooleaate has many uses including
preventing cardiovascular disorders by donating
unsaturated fatty acids [38, 43, 44].
f. Mono- and Diglycerides are commonly added to
commercial food products in small quantities. They
helps to mix ingredients such as oil and water that
would not otherwise blend well. The commercial
source may be either animal (cow- or pig-derived)
or vegetable, and they may be synthetically made as
well. They are often found in bakery products,
beverages, ice cream, chewing gum, shortening,
whipped toppings, margarine, and confections.
g. Approximately 60% of all monoglycerides are used in
bakery, 40% in bread and 20% in sponge cakes and
cakes [45]. In these applications, monoglycerides are
added as powder, gel or part of a shortening [46].
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7.

Conclusions
Glyceride is used in food and pharmaceuticals as an
emulsifier because of having hydrophilic head and
lipophilic tail. Synthesis of glyceride is becoming a need
of pharmaceuticals, so to fulfil this need efficient
synthetic method is one of the important aspects for the
commercialization of glyceride. Commercial method
should be efficient, high yielding and should be carried
out at lower temperature also devoid of undesirable byproduct. But traditional commercial production of
glyceride had done by chemical glycerolysis which bring
issues of low MG yield, high operating temperature and
required maximum reaction steps. Therefore, researcher
contributes to developed efficient synthetic procedure
which is devoid of all these difficulties faced during
chemical glycerolysis.
Lipase catalyzation and enzymatic glycerolysis
overcome the drawbacks of chemical process. Enzymatic
synthesis of monoglycerides is environmentally friendly
approach and having advantages of higher yields and
mild reaction conditions, resulting in product of higher
quality moreover lower energy consumption. Although,
enzymatic processes are difficult to set up, expensive
and not very resourceful because of enzyme reusability
issues hence it is necessary to undertake more efforts to
solve these problems with synthesis of monoglycerides.
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